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It is proved, by elementary method, that, for a given odd prime number q 
and a given natural number e, there are infinitely many non-Galois 
algebraic number fields of degree q over Q, whose class numbers are al1 
divisible by qc. 
1. It is well known that, for a given natural number e, there exist 
infinitely many quadratic number fields (both real and imaginary) whose 
class numbers are all divisible by 2’. 
In this short note, we give a similar result for algebraic number fields 
of odd prime degree q, which are not Galois extensions over Q. (For the 
case of Galois extensions, see Herz [2].) That is, we shall prove the 
following 
THEOREM 1. Let q be an odd prime number. Then, for any given natural 
number e, there exist infinitely many non-Gai”ois, algebraic number fields, 
of degree q, over Q, whose class numbers are all divisible by q’. 
2. Let K be an algebraic number field, of degree q, over Q, where 
q is an odd prime number. Let r be the Dirichlet number of K, i.e. 
r = # (real conjugate fields of K) + 3 # ( nonreal conjugate fields of K) - 1. 
We take a system (.sl, a2,. . ., E,} of fundamental units of K. Note that 
K has no roots of unity other than f 1. 
We assume 
(*) K is not a pure extension, of degree q, over Q i.e., K#Q(A’jq) for 
any A E Q. 
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A sufficient condition for K to satisfy (*) is that the number of real 
conjugate fields of K is not equal to 1, i.e. r # +(q- 1). 
Now we suppose that there are k rational prime numbers pl, p2,. . . , pk 
which ramify completely in K: 
pi = pf (i = 1,2,. . .,k), (1) 
where pi are prime ideals of K. We also suppose that 
k > r. (2) 
We assert that there are at least (k-r) prime ideals among pr, pz, . . . , pk 
which are not principal ideals (i.e. there are at most r principal ideals 
among ply p2,. . . , pk.. In fact, contrary to the assertion, let us suppose 
Pi = (7Tj)(p 1,2,..., r+l)withnjEKandi1,i2 ,..., i,+1E{1,2 ,..., k}. 
Then we have, by (l), 
pi j = ) e;L(j)sfj). . . cfr(j)nj4 (j = 1,2,. . . , r + 1) (3) 
with suitable sign f and slj)~Z. Consider the r homogeneous linear 
equations 
s(“X, +$)x2 + t +s(‘+‘)X,+~ = 0 (t = 1,2 a** f 5. * a, r) (4) 
in (r + 1) variables. As well known, (4) has a nontrivial solution in Q 
and so in Z, which we denote by (aI, a2,. . . , a,,,). Clearly we may 
assume that at least one aj is not divisible by q. Then, by (3), (4), we have 
r+1 r+1 
+nps: = jgl”” 4* 
( > 
(5) 
Since qyUj for some index j, 
rfl 
l-I n; j 
j=l 
is not in Q. However, this implies 
r+1 
Q(.O .) ?P’ 
J=l J 
= K, 
which contradicts our assumption (*). Therefore at least (k-r) prime 
ideals among pl, p2,. . . , pk are not principal and, by (l), the ideal classes 
containing any one of them are of order q in the ideal class group Cx of K. 
Next, let us suppose, for a fixed nonprincipal pi (1 6 i 5 k), that 
there are (r+2) prime ideals pi, = pi, Pi2’. . ., Pi,+l among pl,p2,. . .,nkr 
which are contained in the ideal class of pi. Then we can write pi, = (flj)pi 
with/3jEK(j= 1,2,..., r + 2) and so we have, by (I), 
piJ = +~~(~‘s;f”). . ..$‘(j’j3jpi (j = 1,2,. . . , r +2) (6) 
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with suitable sign + and s(@??. Consider the (r+ 1) homogeneous linear 
equations 
1 
$)x1 + sj2’x, + . . . +s,(‘+~)X,+~ = 0 (t = 1,2 3. - -3 r) 
x,+x,+...+x,+2=0 (7) 
in (r + 2) variables and let (aI, a,, . . . . , a,+ J be a nontrivial solution of (7) 
in Z with qJ’a, for some index j. Then, also by (6), (7), we have 
r+2 r+2 
z!I  JJpps;= 
j=l ( > 
jg16J 4 
and, by a similar argument as above, we have a contradiction 
r+2 
Q( flfl.) 
‘I 
j=l ’ 
= K to (*). 
So the ideal class of each nonprincipal pi contains at most (r+ 1) prime 
ideals among pl, p2,. . . , pk. 
Hence we see that the number n of the ideal classes, which contain 
some pi (1 s j 5 k) and have the order q in C,, satisfies 
(r+l)n 2 k-r i.e. n 2 (k-r)/(r+l). (9) 
Now let s be the number of the invariants, which are divisible by q, of 
the ideal class group Cx of K as a finite abelian group. Clearly qS divides 
the order of C, i.e. the class number h, of K. On the other hand, then, 
C,, has exactly qS- 1 elements of order q and so we have 
qS-1 2 n 2 (k-r)/(r+l) i.e. s 2 log Ilog 4. (10) 
Therefore we have the following 
THEOREM 2. Let K be an algebraic number field of odd prime degree 
q over Q, which is not a pure extension over Q. Let r be the Dirichlet 
number of K and h, the class number of K. Suppose that there are k 
rational prime numbers which ramify completely in K. Then, denoting by t 
the least integer not less than log 
k-t1 
( > 
rfl /log q, we have 
q’jh,. (11) 
More precisely, the ideal class group C, of K contains, as a subgroup, the 
t-fold direct product of a cyclic group of order q. In particular, ty k > r, 
then we have qlhP 
3. In order to prove Theorem 1, we construct algebraic number 
fields which satisfy suitable conditions. 
First we consider the case q # 3. Let A = plp2.. .pk be the product 
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of k distinct prime numbers, where k 2 1, and consider the equation of 
degree q 
f(X) = X”+AcX’-A = 0 (cEZ, c > 0). (12) 
By the theorem of Eisenstein,f(X) is irreducible over Q; and if we take c 
sufficiently large for a given A, then we see thatf(X) has exactly three real 
roots. In fact,f’(X) = X(qJF2+2Ac) = 0 has two real roots X = 0 and 
X = ( = -(2&‘q)1/(q--2) <Oandf’(X)>OforX~(-co,<)orX~(O,co) 
and f’(X) <O for XE (t, 0). As f(0) = -A < 0, if we take c so that 
f(l) > 0 i.e. c~/(~-‘) > qq/(q-2)/(q-2) (2A)21(q-2’, then f(X) has exactly 
three real roots. For example, it suffices to take c = q. Let K be the 
algebraic number field obtained by adjoining a root off(X) = 0 to Q. Then 
[K : Q] = q and K has three real conjugate fields and (q - 3) nonreal con- 
jugate fields. Since ‘3 > 0, q-3 > 0, K is not a Galois extension over 
Q; and since 3 > 1, K cannot be obtained by adjoining a qth root 
of a rational number to Q i.e. K satisfies (*). The Dirichlet number of 
K is 3 +)(q- 3) - 1 = $(q f 1). Moreover, as f(X) is an Eisenstein poly- 
nomial with respect to each pi, we have 
pi = p; (i = 1,2,. . .,k) (13) 
in K (cf. Borevich & Shafarevich [I], Chap. 3, Section 5, Problem 9). 
Hence, for a given natural number e, if we take such a k that 
1% 
k+l 
( 1 
cl+1 
/log 4 2 e 
2+1 
and construct the algebraic number field K by (12) (with any k prime 
numbers pl, p2,. . . , pk and, for example, c = q), then K is of degree q and 
is not a Galois extension over Q and we have q’ ]h, by Theorem 2. 
Then the proof of Theorem 1 (for q # 3) follows easily. In fact, for 
any given natural number e, we can construct a non-Galois extension Kl 
of degree q over Q with qelhK,. Let p1 be a prime number which does not 
ramify in Kl. Then we can also construct a non-Galois extension K2 of 
degree q over Q such that qe)hK2 and p1 ramifies in K2 ; so we have 
Kl # K2. Continuing this process, we can get infinitely many non-Galois 
algebraic number fields of degree q over Q, whose class numbers are all 
divisible by q”. 
Next we consider the case q = 3. In this case, we prove a more sharp 
result: for any given natural number e, there exist infinitely many non- 
Galois cubic number fields (both totally real and not totally real), whose 
class numbers are all divisible by 3’. 
Let A = p1p2. . .pk be the product of k distinct odd prime numbers 
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such that A 3 2 (mod 3), where k 2 1, and consider the cubic equation 
f(X) = X3-6AX+6Ac = 0 (CEZ, c #O), (14 
where c is assumed to be prime to 2A. Thenf(X) is irreducible over Q 
and its root u generates a cubic number field K = Q(a). We have 
D, (the discriminant of LX) = 2233A2(8A-9c2) (15) 
and so K is totally real or not according as c < (8A)*/3 or not. For 
example, we may take c = 3 (and k 2 2) for the totally real case and 
c = A + 2 for the not totally real case. Then K is neither a Galois extension 
nor a purely cubic extension over Q. In fact, if K is a Galois extension 
i.e. Da is a square of a rational integer then 8A-9c2 3 0 (mod 3), which 
contradicts 3,J’A; if K is purely cubic i.e. D, = -3m2 (m E Z) then 
8A- 9c2 = -n2 (n E Z) and so A E n2 (mod 3), which also contradicts 
A 3 2 (mod 3). Then the proof goes similarly as in the case q # 3 and 
we can construct infinitely many non-Galois cubic number fields (both 
totally real and not totally real) whose class numbers are all divisible by 3”. 
4. Noteaddedinproof. InTheorem2,if thereexist (k+l) primenumberspl,pa,. . .,P~+~ 
which ramify completely in K, then we have the same conclusions without the assump- 
tion (*) on K. In fact, we may assumepl, + 1 # q. Then the proof is carried out similarly by 
noting that pk+l does not ramify in Q(( i pta’)‘Iq) (a,eZ) and so K # Q(( 6 ptaf)l’q). 
1=1 i=l 
For example, we see that the class number of Q((pIp2. . .p,+#l’) is divisible by q, 
provided k > (q - 1)/2. 
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